


Survey Says - Challenges 

Companies that sell and distribute leads through : 
  Channel partners, sales agents or business partners 
  Or a large distributed sales team 

Face common challenges: 
  Have a difficult time tracking leads. 
  Spend too much time manually assigning leads 
  Cannot afford the cost of a lead management system for all sales channels. 
  Find data and reporting are inaccurate due to the lack of a uniform system 

throughout the channel. 

For those companies that do have a CRM: 
  It’s expensive, reps don’t want to use it, training takes a long time 
  It’s difficult to move and track leads through the sales cycle – from 

marketing to inside sides, to outside sales and channel partners 



The Solution 

Lead-Xpress... 

1.  Drastically reduces time assigning and tracking leads. 

2.  Simplifies the lead update process. 

3.  Offers the lowest prices in the industry. 

4.  Affordable pricing allows everyone involved in the channel 
access to the system. 



Benefit #1 – Saves Time 

Lead-Xpress drastically reduces time spent on lead 
distribution and tracking. 

–  Managers can assign leads and request for lead updates 
directly from the system with 2-3 clicks. 

–  Lead recipients receive leads directly via email, eliminating 
manual lead tracking. 



Benefit  #2 – Simplify Updating CRM 

Lead-Xpress simplifies the account and sales lead update 
process for sales reps 
–  Reminders to update leads are sent via email. 

–  The lead update form takes seconds to complete. 

–  The simple update form requires no training whatsoever. 

–  Reps can be alerted of newly assigned leads immediately via 
text message 



Benefit #3 - Affordable 

Lead-Xpress offers industry-first rock-bottom prices. 

–  Users can choose the most affordable pricing model for their 
needs. 

»  User-Based: Monthly subscription of $10 or less per 
Xpress user 

»  Lead-Based: $2 or less per outgoing lead 

–  Compared with full-fledged CRMs that charge $65 per user 
per month, businesses can easily save 90% per Xpress user! 



Benefit #4 – Better Information 

Implementing Lead-Xpress results in more accurate 
information in the system 
–  The affordable pricing methods allow everyone involved in the 

sales channel to use a single uniform system receive and 
update leads. 

–  The system is updated more regularly, resulting in more 
accurate data. 

–  The precise data is used for accurate forecasts and better 
business decisions. 



Simple Lead Management Form 



Customizable Email & Contact Info 

•   Customize the content of the email. 

•   Includes a link to the record for updates over time. 

•   The contact info also provides the name of the other people working 
the account (partner, partner rep). 



Click Action Access 

•   Click Actions provide the user with the ability to automate tasks. 

•   Multiple tasks can be accomplished with a single click of the mouse. 
• Send an email 
• Add to Lead Nurturing 
• Schedule a callback 
• Assign the record 
• Add a note 
• Send a text message 
• Can be used to update sales progress – Lead Status, Sales Status etc. 
• And more… 



Easy Update Lead Status 

•   Easy-to-use drop down menus eliminate the need for training. 

•   Fast & easy-to-use means more reps will update their accounts. 

•   Track Accounts & Leads 
• Lead Status 
• Lead Value 
• Sales Stage 
• Forecast Date 
• Probability 
• And More… these drop downs are customizable 



Add Customer Specific Fields 

•   Add Customer Specific Form with Customer Defined Fields 

•   Customer Form is Flexible Enough for Any Industry 

•   Custom Fields Include 
• Fill in the blank 
• Text Areas 
• Drop Down Menus 
• Radio Buttons  
• Check Boxes 
• Single/Multi Select 
• And More… 



Store Rep Comments & Notes 

• Creates an historical record of interaction with the account 

• The history is included with the email 

• Perfect when more than one person is working an account – e.g. 
• Inside Sales 
• Field Sales 
• Sales Engineer 
• Specialist 
• Partner Rep etc. 



Easy Configuration 

Include the prospect contact information with pull-down menus. 



Easy Configuration 

Add Customer Forms & Add/Subtract Fields with a Mouse Click 



Lead Distribution 

Lead-Xpress distributes leads via email with a link to the CRM. 

–  Lead progress is easily tracked. 
•  Managers save vast amounts of time manually assigning and tracking leads. 

–  Updates to leads can be requested at any time. 
•  Easy update for reps result in more leads being updated. 
•  Database is more accurate and current, creating more accurate forecasts and 

better business decisions. 

–  Leads can be sent immediately via text message. 
•  Reps can respond to a new lead’s inquiry within seconds 
•  Shorter response times result in greater close ratios. 



Benefits Summary 

•  Save vast amounts of money. 

•  Save managers’ precious time. 

•  Eliminate the need for Sales Rep training on the CRM 

•  More accurate data, resulting in more accurate reports and forecasts and 
better business decisions. 

•  Save sales reps’ time with easy lead-update forms. 

•  Immediate text message alerts about new leads result in faster response 
times and greater close ratios. 

•  Affordable pricing means channel partners and sales agents can access 
the CRM, receiving leads and updating accounts. 



Pricing Options 

Offering industry-first rock-bottom prices. 

–  Users can choose the most affordable pricing model for their needs. 

»  User-Based: Monthly subscription of $10 or less per Xpress user 

»  Lead-Based: $2 or less per outgoing lead 

–  By comparison, most cloud-computing CRMs that charge $65 per 
user per month, businesses can easily save 90% per Lead-Xpress 
user! 



What’s Holding You Back? 

•  Risk-Free 
–  You have nothing to lose 

•  No Long Term Contracts 
–  As with LeadMaster, Lead-Xpress lets you choose whether or 

not to extend your subscription monthly.  

•  Hosted application 
–  Flexibility of upgrading or reducing Xpress users at any time. 


